
Electrostatics Notes

1. Triboelectrification

The most common situation in which you encounter electric charge is when two objects are rubbed together
and one becomes charged as a result. For example, if I rub a balloon against my hair, the balloon becomes
negatively charged and my hair becomes positively charged. Charging by rubbing is called
triboelectrification.

Every object contains a large number of positively charged protons and negatively charged electrons. The
protons are stuck in the nucleii of atoms, and are unable to move. The electrons, however, move about
freely. When two objects are rubbed together, they get into a battle over the electrons near their surfaces.
Whichever grabs electrons more strongly will win, ending up negatively charged because it has extra
electrons; the other, having lost electrons, is positively charged.
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Oppositely charged objects feel a force pulling them together; objects with the same type of charge push
each other apart. This is true not just for human-scale objects, but also for protons and electrons. Electrons
and protons want to exist in pairs and stay close together. If an object has extra electrons not paired with a
proton, they will try to get as far away from each other as possible, fleeing to the edge of the object;
likewise, if it has two few electrons, it is the protons at the edge that will be abandoned.

2. Conduction, Induction, and Polarization

A material is a good conductor if charge can flow easily through it; it is an insulator if it is very hard for
charge to flow through it. Excess charge can spread out in an object, or spread onto another object touching
it, only if the object is a good conductor. Balloon rubber is a poor conductor, so a rubbed balloon tends to be
charged only on one side, and holding the other side of the balloon with your hand does not cause the
charge to leak away. Air and styrofoam are also insulators. Metals are good conductors, which is why wires
are made out of them.

One odd electrostatic effect is that a charged object can be made to stick to an uncharged object. For
example, a balloon, once rubbed on my head, will stick to a neautral wall. This is a result of polarization.
The negatively charged balloon scares electrons away from the surface of the wall, exposing a positive
surface on which it then sticks.

If the positive and negative halves of something polarized are separated, they retain their opposite charges.
This is called charging by induction. If I hold an aluminum plate near a negative balloon, electrons in the
plate want to flee. If I touch the back of the plate, giving them a path to flee along, they jump into my hand,
producing a spark, and leave the plate positively charged. In a similar way, I could hold another neutral
plate near this positive one, and touch the back of the neutral plate to allow electrons to be pulled down into
it, towards the positive plate.



3. Electric Fields

In trying to understand the effects of many charged objects, we imagine that the charges are producing an
electric field. The field at some point due to a sphere containing Q Coulombs of charge is dependent on the
distance r to the center of that sphere:

Here, k is a constant; k = 9×109 N m2 / C2. If another charged object is placed in the electric field produced
by the first, the force on that object is given by its charge multiplied by the strength of the field from the
first object: F = qE.

When many object work together to create an electric field, it is
helpful to sketch out the shape of that field by drawing lines along
the direction of the field, with the amount of field between each
pair of lines being as much as is produced by 1 Coulomb of charge.
As with gravitational fields, the field is stronger where the lines are
closer together (stronger at B than A in the sketch to the right), and
there are some "zero points" where the field produces no force,
recognizeable because field lines disagree (X).

Electric fields also have some new complications because of the
fact that charge can be positive or negative. Field lines can start at
positive charges, or come in from far away; they can end at
negative charges, or keep going out forever. A positive charge in the field is pushed in the direction of the
field lines (B), but a negative charge is pushed in the opposite diection (C), and an uncharged object, due to
polarization, is pulled toward whatever direction the field becomes stronger the fastest (A).

Gauss' Law is a special rule for field forces. It says that the total amount of field leaving an area is equal to
the net charge inside. So, if I draw a loop around a region of a field containing a 4 C charge and a -6 C
charge, a net charge of -2, there should be two more lines going in to that area than leaving it. This law
leads to the fact that there is no field inside a conducting object, since all the charge on a conducting object
accumulates on the outside and thus no region inside the object encloses any net charge.

4. Electrostatic Potential

As with gravity, we can draw a series of hills and valleys that show how much energy a positively charged
object has as it moves around near other charged objects. Here positive charges produce hills and negative
produce valleys; the tendency is for positive charge to want to fall downhill and negative to float uphill, so
that given time the mountains will crumble and the valleys fill. All parts of a conductor want to be at the
same potential level, so that conductors appear as flat plains in a potential hill. If the potential withing the
conductor were not flat, charges would redistibute until it became flat.


